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We report the magnetic field detection properties of ballistic sensors utilizing the negative bend
resistance of InSb / In1−xAlxSb quantum well cross junctions as a function of temperature and
geometric size. We demonstrate that the maximum responsivity to magnetic field and its linearity
increase as the critical device dimension is reduced. This observation deviates from the predictions
of the classical billiard ball model unless significant diffuse boundary scattering is included. The
smallest device studied has an active sensor area of 35�35 nm2, with a maximum responsivity of
20 k� /T, and a noise-equivalent field of 0.87 �T /�Hz at 100 K. © 2011 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3554427�

There is an ongoing drive to develop noninvasive mag-
netic field sensors with ultrahigh spatial resolution �UHSR�
on the order of 100 nm or less for biomedical1 and security
applications. Conventional solid state sensors �e.g., Hall
effect2 or extraordinary magnetoresistance �EMR�3� rely on
diffusive transport where materials with high carrier mobility
��� are favorable for high magnetic field resolution. For this
reason, experiments have largely focused on III-V semicon-
ductors, although graphene4 is clearly a future contender.
At dimensions less than the electron mean free path ��0
=�kF� /e, where kF is the Fermi wave vector�, electrical
transport becomes ballistic. A detailed understanding of how
ballistic effects impact the detection properties is essential to
optimize the performance of UHSR III-V sensors.

Here we show that the negative bend resistance �NBR�
response RB�B� of a ballistic cross junction offers new op-
portunities for realizing UHSR if significant diffuse bound-
ary scattering can be created in the device leads. The signifi-
cance of this effect in terms of device scaling and detection
properties that we report has not previously been appreci-
ated. Under these conditions the maximum magnetic respon-
sivity �Rmax� � and its linearity increase as the critical dimen-
sions of the device are reduced. We also show that Rmax� can
be substantially greater than the equivalent Hall coefficient
and exhibits a large tunability with respect to geometric de-
sign. Our experimental observations are supported by classi-
cal billiard ball simulations.

The ballistic Hall response is sensitive to the average
magnetic flux5 within the sensor area �A� but is highly non-
linear and even suppressed at low fields. In contrast, the
NBR observed in the same cross geometry was sensitive to
the average flux and also to the spatial distribution of flux
within A and was found to be favorable for the detection of
small magnetic fields.5,6 We have studied the size and tem-
perature dependence of the NBR detection properties of
InSb/InAlSb submicron crosses with critical dimensions

�lead width� down to 35 nm. For geometrically equivalent
crosses �e.g., square�, the classical model7 for ideal hard wall
specular boundaries predicts that Rmax� is independent of the
lead width due to a universal scaling of the RB�B� curves.
Our results show a very different behavior which we explain
by considering the influence of partially diffuse boundary
scattering.

The sample used is a modulation doped InSb / In1−xAlxSb
heterostructure with a 30 nm InSb quantum well �QW� bur-
ied 50 nm beneath the surface.8 The electron density �n2D�
and mobility of the as-grown wafer at 2 K were n2D=3.95
�1015 m−2 and �=19.5 m2 /V s, corresponding to �0
=2.03 �m and a Fermi wavelength �F=40 nm. Cross struc-
tures were defined using e-beam lithography and a shallow
��135 nm� reactive ion etch in a CH4 /H2 plasma, providing
hard wall confinement �Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��. A rough etched
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Scanning electron microscopy micrograph of a
w=400 nm cross and lead configuration. Residual polymer/resist is present
on the mesa edge. The dashed area indicates the mesa sidewall, shown close
up with a 2� magnification in �b�. �c� AFM scan of etched surface with rms
�=3.8 nm. The z-scale is 32 nm. �d� A line scan taken across the AFM as
indicated in �c�, illustrating the typical surface profile.
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surface morphology is obtained, typical for CH4 /H2 etching
of In containing compounds.9 Figure 1�c� shows an atomic
force microscopy �AFM� scan of the etched surface; a rms
roughness of �=3.8 nm �over 2.5�2.5 �m2� is low, al-
though not typical of InSb etching.9 Figure 1�d� shows a line
scan across the AFM image to illustrate the lateral profile of
the roughness; Fourier analysis reveals two dominant fre-
quencies corresponding to 160 and 215 nm. The latter can be
considered as a lower limit for the correlation length ��� of
the roughness. The device geometry is characterized by leads
of physical width w and length l�, with a radius of curvature
at the junction corners �r� that is nominally zero, although
some rounding �r�100 nm� is inevitable in the fabrication
process �cf. Fig. 2�c��. Results are presented from devices
with w=924, 400, and 171	15 nm and l�=2.5, 1.6, and
0.8	0.05 �m, respectively. The sidewall depletion width
�wdep� was deduced from magnetodepopulation measure-
ments in quantum wires to be �68 nm, resulting in effective
electrical widths �wef f �w−2wdep� for our device leads of
788, 264, and 35 nm, respectively.8 The two-terminal resis-
tances �R2t� of the devices in order of decreasing size are 10,
24, and 55 k�, respectively. These rather large values are
due to the narrow leads. Four-terminal NBR measurements
RB= �V4−V3� / I1,2 �see Fig. 1�a�� were performed in the tem-
perature range 2
T
300 K using a lock-in technique with
magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of the QW.
The 35 nm device was depleted below 30 K, so in this case
data are presented for T�40 K.

To understand the influence of diffuse boundary scatter-
ing on the device properties, we have performed classical
simulations of the NBR using the model of Beenakker and
van Houten7 that treats ballistic electrons as classical par-
ticles that are injected at the Fermi velocity and rebound
from the sidewalls until they exit via one of the leads. Par-
tially diffuse boundary scattering is introduced according to
the approach of Blaikie et al., via a single specularity param-
eter 0
 p
1, such that p=1 corresponds to pure specular
scattering.10 Note that p is a property of the boundaries; it is

not expected to vary significantly between devices fabricated
under the same conditions. The input parameters are w, l�, r,
kF= �2�n2D�1/2, and p.

The low temperature �10 K� NBR response from the 788
nm device is shown by the solid line in Fig. 2�b�. The fea-
tures are typical of all devices studied although both the
amplitude and full width at half maximum of the NBR in-
crease as the lead width wef f is reduced �not shown�. We
compare the responsivity R��B�=�RB /�B of all the devices at
40 K �open symbols� in Fig. 2�a�. A marked dependence on
wef f is found; as wef f is decreased from 788 to 35 nm, �i� a
dramatic increase in the maximum responsivity �Rmax� � is ob-
served, reaching a value of 30 k� /T in the latter, and �ii� the
field range over which this large R� is obtained increases,
indicating an increased linearity of the NBR response.

The dotted-dashed line in Fig. 2�b� shows the simulation
�0 K� of RB�B� for the 788 nm device using experimental
parameters and assuming specular scattering �p=1�. The en-
hancement of the experimental NBR amplitude by a factor of
3 over the p=1 simulation can be attributed to the existence
of diffuse scattering �i.e., p1�.10 Further, a probability of
diffuse scattering �1− p��0.2–0.3 can be deduced from our
experimental results �10 K� by direct comparison to simula-
tions. The dashed line in Fig. 2�b� shows the best fit to the
experimental RB�0� obtained with p=0.8 �a more detailed
analysis is given in Ref. 8�. The origin of the enhanced NBR
is the diffuse collimation of ballistic electrons emitted into
the device active area, as illustrated schematically in Fig.
2�c�; electrons that are injected into the lead �point A� with
an angular distribution of P���=cos��� /2 �� is the angle
with respect to the lead axis�7 exit the lead �point B� with a
distribution more strongly peaked in the forward direction
due to an increased backscattering of electrons with large
angle trajectories. This has the consequence of reducing the
transmission into the side leads which enhances the NBR.
Crucially, this collimation is sensitive not only to p but also
to the ratio l� /w since this directly affects the interaction
with the boundaries.

Interestingly, we find that universal scaling of RB �and
independence of Rmax� on wef f� is maintained for p1 when
l� /w, r /w, and p are fixed. In our devices l� /w varies from
3.2 to 22 as the device dimensions are reduced and one ex-
pects a significant change in collimation and R��B�. The
dashed lines in Fig. 2�a� show the simulated R��B� curves for
the 788 and 264 nm devices using p=0.8 and experimentally
determined values of w, kF, and l� �the classical model is no
longer valid in the smallest device where the number of
transverse modes is �1–2�. Excellent agreement is found
for both the larger devices with no fitting parameters, dem-
onstrating that Rmax� can be tuned via the geometrical param-
eter l� /w. The lower inset to Fig. 3 shows the predicted
relationship between Rmax� and l� /w �p=0.8� and our experi-
mental exploration of the parameter space from our devices
at 40 K. Reasonable agreement is found. In principle, l�

�0, therefore the maximum enhancement in R��B� is ob-
tained in devices with narrow leads �where �0 /w�1�. Fur-
thermore, the increased range in B over which this large R� is
obtained in this regime �Fig. 2�a�� is attractive for detection.

Finally, for a perfectly symmetric cross, R��B=0�=0.
For the 35 nm device, R��B=0�=−4.1 k� /T at 40 K, indi-
cating a small geometric asymmetry in the placement or
width of the leads. The exploitation of this asymmetry would

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Low temperature responsivity R��B� for devices
of varying width at 40 K �open symbols� and 10 K �closed symbols�;
wef f =788 ���, 264 ���, and 35 nm ���. Simulations �0 K� of R��B� for
p=0.8 are indicated by the dashed lines for comparison to the 10 K data.
The dotted line shows a simulation for the 788 nm device with p=1. Inset:
comparison of the NBR response RB�B� of the 788 nm device at 10 K �solid
line� to simulations with p=1 �dotted line� and p=0.8 �dashed line�
�kF=1.56�108 m−1 ,r=100 nm�. �c� Schematic diagram of a device lead
illustrating diffuse collimation.
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provide an obvious route to shift the location of Rmax� toward
B=0, thus “self-biasing” the device and enabling detection of
ultrasmall magnetic fields.

A pronounced decay in Rmax� is observed above 100 K
in each device as shown in Fig. 3 �inset�. This coincides
with the decay in the NBR anomaly �not shown�. The
amplitude of the NBR is proportional to the fraction of elec-
trons that travel ballistically across the device estimated by
exp�−wef f /�0�T�� and can be directly correlated with the
responsivity.11 As temperature is increased, the NBR will de-
cay as phonon scattering processes reduce �0. However, the
observed decay in Rmax� is much greater than that expected
from the change in �0 alone. The extreme case is the 35 nm
device, which at 140 �40� K �where �0�1.1 �2.0� �m in
the bulk� we estimate that �97% �98%� of electrons are
ballistic, in which case both RB�B� and R� should retain
much of their low temperature character. We propose that the
decay of Rmax� above 100 K originates from a different effect.
This is attributed to the onset of intrinsic conduction in the
volume of surrounding �shallow etched� In1−xAlxSb buffer
layer that provides a parallel conduction path,12,13 leading to
spurious transport that currently limits the device operation.

If we compare the low temperature Rmax� figures to the
conventional Hall responsivity of the devices, i.e., the Hall
coefficient, RH=1 /n2De=1.4–2.8 k� /T, obtained at higher
fields where classical behavior is recovered, we see that as
the device dimensions are reduced Rmax� exceeds RH by a
factor 10.

For comparison with field sensors of similar dimensions,
the reported values of Rmax� at 300 K for InAs �Ref. 14� and
InSb �Ref. 3� EMR sensors with A=50�150 nm2 and 30
�35 nm2 are 67 and 147 � /T, respectively, at a bias field
of �100 mT. At 100 K �the highest temperature at which we
can neglect parallel conduction�, a 35 nm NBR sensor exhib-
its an Rmax� over 100 times greater than these figures in a bias
field of 200 mT. This demonstrates the clear potential of
ballistic NBR devices.

The minimum detectable field or noise-equivalent field
in the Johnson noise limit is Bmin=�4kBTR2t�f / ImaxRmax� ,
where Imax is the maximum bias current, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and �f is the measurement bandwidth. In Fig. 3 we
show the temperature dependence of Bmin calculated for �f
=1 and a current density J=60 kA /cm2 �the largest J ex-
plored�. At 2 �100� K, sensitivities as small at 25 �500� and
33�680� nT /�Hz are obtained in the 788 and 264 nm sen-
sors. The 35 nm sensor has a Bmin�0.36 �0.87� �T /�Hz at
40 �100� K. Optimization of the lead resistance and geometry
will further improve the performance.

Previous reports on mesoscopic narrow gap InSb and
InAs devices have only described specular boundary
scattering.15,16 We propose that partially diffuse boundary
scattering is taking place within the leads of our devices due
to the sidewall roughness indicated in Fig. 1�b�, produced by
the particular hard wall confinement technique. Assuming
that the surface roughness is directly translated onto the
sidewalls during the etch process, this would result in
� /�F�5.17

In summary, the enhanced and tunable responsivity of
InSb NBR sensors that results from partially diffuse bound-
ary scattering is extremely promising for UHSR detection
particularly if the parallel conduction problem can be re-
solved.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the noise-equivalent field
Bmin for devices in the thermal noise; wef f =788 ���, 264 ���, and 35 nm
���. Top inset: temperature dependence of Rmax� for the devices. Bottom
inset: dependence of Rmax� on l� /w for the devices at 40 K ��� compared to
simulations with p=0.8 ���. The dashed line is a guide for the eyes.
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